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Disclaimer

This presentation includes or incorporates by reference statements that constitute forward-looking statements
within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. These statements relate to future events or to our future financial
performance, and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause our actual
results, levels of activity, performance, or achievements to be materially different from these forward-looking
statements. These statements include, but are not limited to, information or assumptions about revenues, gross
profit, expenses, income, capital and other expenditures, financing plans, capital structure, cash flow, liquidity,
and management’s plans, goals and objectives for future operations and growth. In some cases, you can
identify forward looking statements by the use of words such as “may,” “could,” “expect,” “intend,” “plan,”
“seek,” “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “predict,” “potential,” or the negative of these terms or other
comparable terminology. You should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements since they involve
known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which are, in some cases, beyond our control and
which could materially affect actual results, levels of activity, performance or achievements.
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Who We Are

Agilyx is a world leader in holistic approaches to polymer management.
We create circular pathways for end of life plastics through innovations, knowhow and processes that are environmentally and economically sustainable.
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Agilyx Core Technology Platform

•
•
•
•
•
•

All off-the-shelf commercially proven systems
Chemistry pathways and cleanup systems all known
Worldwide exclusive license on Pyrolysis equipment
Commercially proven on mixed plastic conversion
Significant feedstock and operations knowhow
No scale up concerns

•
•

Pyrolysis and front end systems the same for mixed
waste plastics and polystyrene
Back-end cleaning trains are different
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Plastic Recovery from Waste Stream in the U.S.
 In the US, based on US EPA reports, plastics in the waste stream have continued to grow and
the recovery rate remains low when compared to paper, cardboard, steel, aluminum, and glass
Plastics Generation and Recovery, 1960 to 2013

•

•

•

•
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265 million tons of plastic
generated globally
70 million tons of plastic
generated in the U.S.
9% annual growth in plastic
production since 1950
90%+ of waste plastic is not
recycled
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Previously hard to recycle polystyrene material
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Current Stats

- 55+ Companies have signed up for
recycling polystyrene material

Polystyrene feedstock

- 311,065 pounds of polystyrene have been
received to date
- 37,458 pounds of polystyrene have been
dropped of by the public to date

Pilot plant pic

- 2 signed off-take agreements
Styrene product
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The solution: Close the plastic recycling loop
Increasing public awareness and sustainability stewardship is rapidly moving
corporations and regulators to focus on end of life plastics
Agilyx is the only commercially proven technology that recovers hydrocarbons and
styrene monomer (the building block of polystyrene) from the waste stream and returns
it to the manufacturing cycle.
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7904 Hunziker St.
Tigard, OR 97223
(503) 217-3160
www.agilyx.com
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Agilyx Overview
Who We Are:

A global leader in waste plastic chemical recycling

What We Do:

Design and develop systems to convert mixed waste plastics into, synthetic oil, styrene
monomer and other specialty chemicals and substrates

Corporate HQ:

Tigard, Oregon, USA; Incorporated

Model Options:

Flexible; Design, Build, Operate, Own or Transfer, License

IP:

Strong Patent Portfolio; six patents issued; one patent pending
Worldwide exclusive pyrolysis license; significant process knowhow and trade secrets

Commercial
Technologies:

Mixed Waste Plastic to Crude: two sizes 10 TPD, 50 TPD
Polystyrene to Styrene Monomer: two sizes 10 TPD, 50 TPD
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